
Service 
Starting 
from + GST 

WSBC Member Offer Frequency  

MDS: Maintenance 
Detail Services. 

$230.00 
up to 10%. Depending on frequency of 
service & number of vehicles ie fleet and 
SCOPE of work 

Once every: 3-5 
weeks OR every 
Quarter OR twice a 
year. 

PSS: Pre Sale Services. $250.00 
up to 10%.  Depending on make & model. 
Also on the scope of work. 

Ongoing ie 
when/as required 

PCS: Paint Correction 
Services 

$330.00 
up to 20%. Depending on make & model. 
Also on the scope of work. 

Ongoing ie 
when/as required 

PPS: Paint Protection 
Services 

$400.00 
up to 25%. Depending on make & model. 
Also on the scope of work. 

At the time of 
purchase or 
when/as required 

Point to Point  OR 
Chauffeur Svc 

$165.00 

$20 to $50 off. Depending on pickup, 
destination, no of passengers, frequency, 
date, time, route, tolls, family with children, 
acessories needed (booster seat etc) 

Ongoing ie 
when/as required 

    

Terms & Conditions for MDS, PSS, PCS & PPS : 

* The above prices includes a free Quote. 

* A fixed & free quote can ONLY be given after a physical inspenction. 

* Free pickup & delivery for WSBC members within the LOCAL area ie within 10km of TCCS workshop. KM is 
determined by entring address on Google maps with NO toll usage. 

* Pickup & delivery, at a costs, from home or workplace within 11km - 40km from TCCS Workshop in Rooty 
Hill. 

* Yes, a quote can be given over the phone but it will be a range eg: from $250 - $550 +gst etc. 

* All work to be carried out TCCS workshop at 18 Boivs Place, Rooty Hill. 

* Yes, you can drop your ride to TCCS workshop. A night before the schedule date. Delive.ry or return will 
be before 3pm or after 7pm on the schedule date, depending on scope of work & delivery location 

* All pick up and delivery, times, by TCCS or yourself, can be discussed at the time quote ie physcial 
inspection. 

* For PPS, TCCS will endeavour to achive 80% - 100% correction of scratches, swirls, etching, oxidation, 
fading etc. For this we need to do a test spot of the paint work at the time of inspection. 

* TCCS will provide a 5 year warranty on all Ceramic coating ONLY IF clay bar and paint correction is 
peformed before applying the Ceramic coating. For the waaranty to be valid, the coated vehilce needs to : 
have an annual inspection at a costs & have a 3-5 weeks maintenance detail schedule. Any 
modification/repairs after accident will voind warranty for that panle.  Yes it can be re coated at a costs.  
Otherwise, TCCS can only provide a 12 months warranty. 

* TCCS uses OSREN Coatz 01 as its preferred Ceramic Coating product. 

* TCCS uses Meguairs (American) and OSREN Australia as its trusted and quality brands for ALL products. 

* Each job will be invoiced, with ABN & including gst & sent via email from Quickbooks (software). 

* All Invoices are to be paid via payId or Direct Debit. Payment is due within 24 hours of receiving invoice. A 
$10/day fee will be added for late payments. Yes, debt recovery process may be employed for repeat 
offenders.  There is NO, payment terms available. 

* All quote(s) are valid for only 3 weeks AFTER a written quote has been sent.  Yes another quote can be 
given again. 

 


